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O
ver the past few years, uni-
versities and colleges have
made substantial progress in
using the World Wide Web

for teaching and learning and for dis-
tance-learning applications. Many schools
have repurposed course offerings for
distance learning, where students and
instructors no longer have to meet in
the same place at the same time. An
increasing number of schools use course
management software (CMS) to com-
plement traditional classroom-based
instruction. More recently, some univer-
sities — like Indiana University1,2 — offer
a course template for all their courses.

While distance learning and the Web
provide more convenient virtual access
to learners around the world, some
shortcomings limit the benefits, mainly
from the perspectives of communica-
tion, collaboration, pedagogy, and
course administration. The course
instructor in a distance-learning situa-
tion, for instance, can no longer enjoy
the powerful face-to-face communica-
tion channels available in a traditional
classroom setting. The communication
and collaboration channels are limited
to capabilities of the tools available
within the CMS.

The different brands of CMS range
from homegrown software environ-
ments to sophisticated commercial
products. Although new versions
include easy-to-use Web authoring tools,
most offer passive services. As a result,
some instructors spend more time
teaching a distance-learning course than
teaching the same course in a class-
room setting. This problem results
mostly from the time-consuming oper-
ational nature of online courses. It is not
unfair to call the typical CMS a “dumb
software environment.” For instance,
the instructor is expected to regularly
check students’ progress by visiting
many Web pages and using different
tools within the CMS system to verify
student progress and participation. This
includes monitoring the message board
activities log to verify student partici-
pation, consulting the drop box tool
to see if students have submitted assign-
ments, and regularly visiting the course
activity log to monitor the magnitude
of students’ online activities. Perform-
ing these tasks in addition to handling
hundreds of e-mail messages has
become a major time-consuming oper-
ation for most instructors. Intelligent
agents functioning within a CMS system
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or a campus portal could perform some
of these tasks, relieving the instructor
from manual monitoring and manage-
ment of course activities.

Until recently, a major requirement of
any CMS was ease of use. This no longer
seems to be the main concern. We need
smart learning environments that offer
personal services with capabilities to learn,
reason, have autonomy, and be totally
dynamic. Using intelligent agents in a
course-management environment can
diminish some of the current limitations
of CMS systems. For instance, once a
course instructor logs into the course
environment, a teaching assistant agent
could provide information such as the
names of students who have overdue
assignments, have not collaborated in
classroom message boards, have not taken
an online quiz, or have not signed on for
several days. Students’ participation could
even be ranked and categorized accord-
ing to the instructor’s preferences. The
course instructor can configure an agent
to give it autonomy to send personal

e-mail to those who have done better
than average or worse than expected.

Intelligent Agents Defined
An intelligent agent is a set of inde-

pendent software tools linked with
other applications and databases run-
ning within one or several computer
environments. The primary function
of an intelligent agent is to help a user
(client) better use, manage, and interact
with a computer application such as a
CMS or campus portal system.

Additionally, software agents, like
human agents (for example, a secretary
or an administrative assistant), can be
authorized with the autonomy to make
decisions and perform certain tasks.
Agent-based technology systems are
assumed to involve artificial intelligence
(AI) and include a degree of auto-
nomous problem-solving ability.3

Nicholas Negroponte4 talks about
agents as perfect helpers, such as a “dig-
ital sister-in-law” that you ask for movie
suggestions. Since she knows you and

your movie preferences and has exten-
sive knowledge of new movies and
movie reviews, she can intelligently
advise you about which movie to see —
an intelligent agent who is expert on
both movies and you.

Students and 
Intelligent Agents

From a student perspective, a growing
body of evidence indicates that the pres-
ence of intelligent agents is beneficial.
Developing more human-like systems
via intelligent agents makes users’ inter-
actions with the computer much
smoother.5 Moreno and colleagues6 sug-
gest that likable animated pedagogical
agents may help students develop an
emotional connection with the agent,
facilitating their enjoyment of the learn-
ing situation. Along this line, the
learner’s development of a social rela-
tionship with a pedagogical agent is a
key mechanism in fostering interaction
and promoting learning within a com-
puter-based learning system.7
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In the MIMIC (Multiple Intelligent
Mentors Instructing Collaboratively)
research project at Florida State Uni-
versity, Amy Baylor8,9 consistently found
that undergraduate students responded
favorably to pedagogical agents, avail-
able to assist them in a Web-based learn-
ing environment. Specifically, partici-
pants found the agents to be useful,
credible, and worthy of their attention,
and they internalized the agents’
suggestions.

Need for Intelligent Agents
In order to expand the capabilities

of CMS systems into an intelligent
teaching and learning environment, I
have suggested using a series of intelli-
gent agents that perform teaching and
learning tasks on behalf of teachers and
learners. The proposed agents divide
into three main categories or groups:
Digital TA (teaching assistant), Digital
Tutor, and Digital Secretary. Each group
of agents is conceptualized to perform
certain tasks normally carried out by a
human being, such as TA, tutor, class-
mate, secretary, and the like. Each group
may consist of one or more intelligent
agents focusing on certain tasks within
a course site, a series of courses, or the
campus portal environment.

These agents may communicate with
their human clients using a combina-
tion of text, graphics, speech, facial
expression, and voice recognition.
Besides using the Web browser on a PC,
agents may use other types of commu-
nication environments including per-
sonal digital assistants (PDAs), tele-
phones, instant messenger systems, and
the like.

Digital TA 
Intelligent Agents

The intelligent agents acting as a Dig-
ital TA assist the teacher (instructor or
other members of the teaching group)
in various teaching functions often per-
formed by a human teaching assistant
or a gradate student. The Digital TA is
a personal agent that may be configured
by its owner, the human instructor. The
concept is that the instructor will con-
figure the Digital TA at the beginning of
a course. This configuration could

include, for instance, the agent’s level of
autonomy to send overdue notices to
students on behalf of the instructor and
the language used in the body of the
e-mail.

The Digital TA is more useful in dis-
tance-learning applications. For
instance, in a typical distance-learning
situation the instructor is physically
isolated from the students, not neces-
sarily knowing if and when students
worked on an assignment, for how long,
or what types of collaboration they
used. The teacher remains mostly
unaware of the student’s progress until
an exam or until the student submits an
assignment or drops out of the course.
In terms of student retention, the
instructor ideally should be constantly
and dynamically aware of a student’s
participation in a course and assist a
discouraged student before he or she
drops out. Additionally, the Digital TA
can assist a course instructor with course
operation and maintenance, similar to
the assistance a human TA provides to
an instructor.

Figure 1 suggests a simplified config-
uration procedure for programming a

Digital TA acting as an “inactivity
agent.” In this example, the agent is
configured to send messages to the
course instructor identifying students
with more than one week of inactivity.
The course instructor can further define
the types and level of inactivity, such as
lack of discussion on the class message
board, failure to keep up with the read-
ing assignments, or not taking quizzes.
This is a very simple configuration of the
agent.

In a more advanced procedure, the
agent could continue monitoring stu-
dent behavior after sending the initial
notice to the student. An example of
this might include sending an addi-
tional notice with stronger language if
the student continues to ignore the first
or second messages. Ultimately, the
agent may notify the course instructor
about a potentially troubled student.
With this notification to the course
instructor, the agent could provide addi-
tional background information about
each troubled student, including past
submission record, grades, class ranking,
and so on. This amount of information
empowers the instructor to take quick

Configuration of an Inactivity Agent

Figure 1
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and appropriate action for a troubled
student.

As noted earlier, the Digital TA agents
could include a series of agents, with
only one being the inactivity agent illus-
trated in this example. The Cheat Buster
intelligent agent described later is
another useful example of an intelli-
gent agent within the Digital TA group.

Digital Tutor
The intelligent agent acting as a Dig-

ital Tutor assists students with specific
learning needs, just like a human tutor
or a classmate. The Digital Tutor may act
as a smart search engine, finding specific
resources to solve learning needs for a
student — an intelligent agent that is
expert both on content and on under-
standing a student’s learning needs.
Depending on the level of its sophisti-
cation, the Digital Tutor could “learn”
and become more expert and useful as
it provides more assistance to a student
and receives more feedback. Consider an
online distance-learning course where a
student has difficulties understanding
new learning objectives. The Digital
Tutor has access to outside mobile
agents who can help to identify appro-
priate resources.

It is assumed that the Digital Tutor has
access to students’ learning profiles.
Accessing student profiles and knowing
students’ strengths and weaknesses on
a learning objective empowers the Dig-
ital Tutor to provide more useful
resources. The student profile includes
data dynamically collected from various
databases, including campus informa-
tion and registration databases (student
information system, CMS databases,
and so on); personal preferences entered
by an individual student; and usage
data dynamically obtained by moni-
toring students’ online activities.

Examples of dynamic data obtained
from various databases include the stu-
dent’s major and minor, previously
taken courses, grades received for online
quizzes, and final transcript informa-
tion. A smarter Digital Tutor may use
assessment data from passed courses to
make suggestions on new learning mod-
ules and information resources. An
example of this scenario might be a stu-

dent taking a second college English
course who did very poorly in the
grammar part of his first English course.
Based on this data, the Digital Tutor
might offer more learning exercises on
grammar.

A Digital Tutor may also act as a com-
munication agent. Consider situations
where students within a course are
working on an online project. The
communication agent can dynamically
show the list of online students within
the CMS environment who are working
on the same project at the same time.
Students can use this list to establish a
virtual online communication and col-
laboration session with other online
students in the classroom. The course
chat room, instant messenger, or white-
board can support this purpose. A stu-
dent could further program the com-
munication agent to inform him or her
when another student in the same class
working on the same assignment signs
onto the CMS environment.

Digital Secretary
The intelligent agent acting as a Dig-

ital Secretary assists students and
instructors in various logistical and
administrative assistant needs. Like a
human secretary, the Digital Secretary
performs tasks as directed by its super-
visor — in this case, the human being
at the keyboard.

A simple example of the type of tasks
that a Digital Secretary might perform is
the “out of office” e-mail notification
offered by Microsoft Outlook. The owner
of a calendar can program Outlook to
send an automatic e-mail notification to
those who send e-mail messages during
a specific time period. The Digital Sec-
retary, however, should offer more intel-
ligent and sophisticated services than
the out-of-office agent. Consider a situ-
ation where an instructor would like to
send a different auto-response e-mail to
only those students taking a specific
undergraduate course or those in the
course that meets in the evenings.

One major difference between a Dig-
ital Secretary and the other two groups
of intelligent agents proposed in this
article is the Digital Secretary’s global
functionality, distinct from the services

the Digital TA and Digital Tutor offer
within specific courses. For instance,
there might be only one group of Digi-
tal Secretary agents within a student
portal, while there might be a series of
dedicated Digital TAs offered for each
course. With this concept, the Digital
Secretary can be accessed within the fac-
ulty and student “MyPortal” environ-
ment, not within a course environment.

An account owner of portal or course
management software will configure
the Digital Secretary agent. Scheduling
a meeting, finding a colleague with sim-
ilar research interests, or finding the
best math students who might serve as
mentors are examples of tasks under-
taken by a Digital Secretary in a teach-
ing and learning environment. A Digi-
tal Secretary may also be used by other
members of an educational institution
who are not directly involved in teach-
ing and learning, such as administrative
staff, alumni, and parents.

Agents in Teaching and
Learning Situations

Teaching and learning intelligent
agents operate within CMS systems or
campus portals. Each member of a CMS
or campus portal (student, instructors,
and others) has access to a series of per-
sonal intelligent agents after signing
on. Users can configure their agents to
perform specific tasks or services.

As illustrated in Figure 1, the owner
can program the agent to sequentially
monitor certain incidences, compare
them with preset thresholds, and per-
form certain tasks on the owner’s behalf.
For instance, a teacher could program
his or her agent to send e-mail notifi-
cation to students with a grade lower
than C who additionally did not par-
ticipate in the classroom message forum
for the previous two weeks.

Depending on the type of agent, the
access for configuring them could be
located in the “MyPortal” section of a
campus portal or within a profile section
of a CMS system. The agents could be
multipurpose or course-specific (for
example, an agent that monitors certain
activities in Psychology 101).

Figure 2 illustrates the basic architec-
ture of intelligent agents for teaching
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and learning. As shown, an agent may
have access to a variety of dynamic and
static data, including data obtained
from the campus student information
system, course management system,
and student profile databases. Based on
this information and configuration set-
tings provided by the owner of an agent,
the agent can think and perform intel-
ligent actions.

Given the massive amount of data
processing involved, it might be neces-
sary to run intelligent agent software on
dedicated computer servers. Further-
more, various tasks performed by an
agent could be distributed among sev-
eral computer servers.

Incorporating Agents in
Learning Management
Systems

Who should develop and build intel-
ligent agents? How can the agents be
integrated into the CMS and campus
portals? How much will future intelli-
gent learning environments cost, and

what kind of resources and support will
they require? These and other ques-
tions related to the design, develop-
ment, integration, implementation,
maintenance, and cost of intelligent
learning environments will soon dom-
inate the thinking of many technology
administrators.

As discussed earlier, intelligent agents
can be integrated into existing teaching
and learning environments as an add-
on tool. Alternatively, CMS and portal
vendors may improve the functionali-
ties of various tools within their learn-
ing management systems to offer sim-
ilar intelligent services.

Consider the capabilities of the mes-
sage board tool within the CMS system
on your campus. The developer of the
message board could release a newer
version of its software that supports
personalization and delivers user-
defined functions, similar to the types
of functions that external intelligent
agents can perform.

Campuses with self-built course man-

agement and portal software will have
more flexibility in the design and inte-
gration of intelligent agents. Since they
developed their own code and maintain
ownership and control of their software,
the in-house development of agents
could be accomplished faster and easier.
However, this is only feasible for larger
institutions with greater programming
and database expertise, substantial
resources within IT support units, or
more research groups within academic
departments of the institution.

Campuses that use off-the-self course
management and portal software are
at the mercy of their software providers
to deliver intelligent learning tools.
However, they might enjoy more cost-
effective and plug-and-play situations.
Additionally, integration and interop-
erability concerns are automatically
resolved when integrating a vendor-
designed agent into the learning man-
agement system developed by the same
vendor.

Note that simple agents may not
require a major development and imple-
mentation effort. For instance, the inac-
tivity agent conceptualized in this arti-
cle can be developed easily using a few
lines of code to access and analyze data
already existing within a relatively few
tables of course management or portal
databases.

Hardware and 
Software Issues

Like CMS systems, agent designs rely
heavily on the use of databases. Agents
use external databases to obtain
information about each user and local
databases to store the query results
and to build user profiles.

Agents also use a substantial
amount of computer resources on the
database server side to run queries,
stored procedures, triggers, and user-
defined functions. Depending on the
level of sophistication and intelli-
gence, each agent may require its own
server, operating system, and database
software. This will certainly require
budget provisions for purchasing new
hardware and software, and for new
maintenance and support services,
especially in the area of database and

Basic Agent Architecture for Teaching and Learning

Figure 2
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data storage. Agent use makes it easy
to forecast more applications of
databases in our institutions once we
begin delivering intelligent learning
management systems.

Learning Profiles
Intelligent agents such as the Digi-

tal Tutor agents rely heavily on learn-
ing profile data of individual learn-
ers. A learning profile collects data
about a student’s learning credentials,
learning preferences, learning style,
and learning habits.

Learning profiles include easily avail-
able data such as student grades and
performance in various courses, along
with learning objectives. They may
include other data that could be used
to suggest the appropriate learning
style for an individual user. For
instance, by analyzing a student’s
usage log and learning accomplish-
ments, an agent could predict the cat-
egory of learning style for that per-
son. In addition, by analyzing learning
profile data, an agent can intelligently
suggest a pedagogical package suited
for an individual learner.

Two major obstacles could inhibit
the collection, analysis, and use of
learning data in an educational insti-
tution. First, the technology and the
software engine necessary for collec-
tion and analysis of learning data do
not yet exist. Second, collecting and
using learning data could create legal
challenges for educational institutions.
Universities should develop carefully
considered, appropriate polices for the
collection of student learning data.
These obstacles might take several
years to resolve, delaying the time
when educational institutions can cre-
ate a learning profile system to support
an intelligent learning environment.

Intelligent Agent Scenarios
This article defines and conceptual-

izes the next generation of learning
management systems using intelligent
agents. A common method for defin-
ing new applications is by presenting
them in realistic story formats or con-
ceptual stories. The following con-
ceptual scenarios illustrate the appli-

cations of intelligent agents in teach-
ing and learning situations. The first
scenario highlights the capabilities of
an intelligent agent acting as a Digital
TA assisting a university professor with
various management aspects of her
classes. The second scenario depicts
the functionality of a Digital Tutor
assisting a student with his learning
needs. These scenarios also suggest a
different communication and inter-
face environment, not the keyboard-
monitor communication model most
commonly used today.

Digital TA Scenario
Monday morning, Professor Amy

Baylor of Florida State University
arrives at her office about 9:00 a.m. She
teaches two courses that meet twice a
week. The classes are complemented
by course management software
within the Florida State University
campus portal environment.

Professor Baylor switches on her
computer, logs on to her campus por-
tal, clicks on the Digital TA icon, and
begins organizing papers on her desk.
A Digital TA named Angie appears as
an animated character in the top right
corner of her computer screen. “Good
morning, Professor Baylor, here are
the activities of your E214 and E723
courses. Over the past weekend there
was moderate activity on your E214
course site.”

Professor Baylor looks up from
browsing through the campus news-
paper. An XY graphic on her computer
monitor shows the students’ activi-
ties over the last three days with date
and time indicated.

“Angie, next,” says Professor Bay-
lor, to see the next activity report.

“There are three students with over-
due assignments,” Angie notes.
“Would you like me to send them your
generic ‘overdue assignment’ e-mail
notice?”

Professor Baylor, holding coffee in
one hand and sorting books with the
other, looks up and recognizes the pic-
tures of the three students on the com-
puter screen (see Figure 3). She asks the
Digital TA to send generic e-mail mes-
sages reminding them about their over-

due assignment and the automatic
deduction of ten points if they do not
submit their assignment within the next
two days. The Digital TA agent automat-
ically sends e-mail to the students and
marks the action in the course grade
book.

Professor Baylor also notices that stu-
dent Kandy Mills has missed deadlines
for four out of five assignments during
the course of this semester. She may
want to talk to Kandy after her lecture
on Friday (see Figure 3).

Tuesday, Professor Baylor gives an
online quiz to her E214 class. On
Wednesday morning, after she logs on
to her campus portal, she receives a
warning from the Cheat Buster intelli-
gent agent: “Excuse me, Professor Bay-
lor, I am noticing many similar quiz
answers on Kandy Mills and Pat
Warner’s tests.” The agent continues,
“There is 92% similarity between right
and wrong answers in their last quiz,
and both took the quiz at the same
time from two adjacent computer work-
stations in the university library.”

The Cheat Buster intelligent agent
then displays a three-dimensional
graphic on the screen, highlighting sim-
ilar answers. It also provides statistical
analysis of the past six quizzes, high-
lighting similar answers. Professor Bay-
lor sends e-mail messages to Kandy and
Pat asking them to meet with her after
class on Friday.

Digital Tutor Scenario
David Mills, a graduate student at

Indiana University Purdue University
Indianapolis, is writing a paper for his
Social Psychology class. He would like
to know students’ opinions regarding
the shooting at Columbine High School
in Littleton, Colorado. He clicks on the
Digital Tutor icon, enters some keyword
phrases, and identifies his preferences
for the type of tools and resources, such
as threaded discussion boards, chat
rooms, and Internet search engines.

The Digital Tutor (a mobile agent)
will monitor all the course chatroom
and message board activities and inter-
rupt David when it observes any dis-
cussion regarding this matter. “Knock
knock... Excuse me, Dave, there seems
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to be a lot of discussion about the Lit-
tleton shooting in the Crime and Soci-
ety course taught by Professor Amy
Warner. Would you like me to take
you to their chat room?”

The next Friday, after three days of
vacation, David signs on to his CMS
environment and logs on to the course.
“Hi Dave, long time no see. You haven’t
logged on for three days, and you have
several important notes to read, with
two assignments due tomorrow
evening,” the Digital Tutor says. The
Digital Tutor appears as an animated
graphical display with voice synthesis
and voice recognition capabilities.

Saturday afternoon David is working
hard to finish his second due assign-
ment. He is not quite clear about the
scope of the assignment and whether
he should identify the relationships
among the tables in his database
design project. He clicks on Intelli-
gent Messenger to see if any of his
classmates are currently online. After
finding no students online, David con-

figures his Instant Messenger agent to
inform him when one of his class-
mates signs on to the course.

David continues working on his
assignment until interrupted by the
Intelligent Messenger with the news
that Cheryl Montana, his classmate
in Database Design, has signed on to
the course. In seconds, David is chat-
ting with Cheryl and asking her about
the database design assignment.

Conclusions
Current commercial learning man-

agement systems would benefit from
the development of agent-based capa-
bilities. The resulting intelligent learn-
ing management systems might use a
variety of intelligent agents to offer
dynamic — and smart — teaching and
learning environments.

This article conceptualizes three types
of intelligent agents to assist teachers
and students: the Digital Teaching Assis-
tant (TA), Digital Tutor, and Digital Sec-
retary. Developing intelligent learning

management systems that incorporate
these agents will offer some challenges,
as well. Understanding these challenges
and the emerging opportunities will
help educational technology adminis-
trators prepare to take advantage of the
next generation of teaching and learn-
ing environments. e
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